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Roadmap
•Auditory word recognition and auditory lexical 
decision

•Priming

•Auditory masked priming

•Creating stimuli

•Creating and running experiments
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Priming
•A way-too-brief summary of priming:

•A sequence consisting of a prime followed by a target is presented to 
participants.

•Processing the prime can influence processing of the target, as manifested 
through participants’ response to the target which can differ depending on the 
nature of the prime.

•The “classic” priming effects are…
• Repetition priming, discovered almost by accident in the visual modality in the 

1970s, replicated auditorily.

• Semantic associate priming (e.g., doctor-nurse).
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Visual masked priming
•Conscious awareness of primes implicates more than simply the 
lexical processing associated with a given task such as lexical 
decision.

•What’s more, such priming effects can last weeks, which is 
inconsistent with lexical activation accounts and points pretty 
directly at memory effects.

•Forster and Davis (1984): eliminate memory trace, episodic 
contamination effects mask the prime.

•http://www.u.arizona.edu/~kforster/priming/masked_priming_dem
o.htm
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Visual masked priming
•Forster and Davis (1984) found strong repetition priming 
when prime is masked.
•Effect is equally strong for high- and low-frequency words.
•Effect is very short-lived (1-2 sec); more typical of what 
lexical activation should be like.
•Usually, no priming for nonword targets.
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Auditory word recognition and masked priming
•Is it possible to port the visual masked priming technology into the 
world of auditory stimuli and spoken word recognition?
•How to create auditory masks?

•How to hide a prime auditorily while not completely hiding it – in 
other words, how to sneak it into subconscious/subliminal 
perception?

•Kouider and Dupoux (2005) developed a technique they refer to as 
“subliminal speech priming”. I will refer to it as “auditory masked 
priming”.
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Kouider and Dupoux (2005) and auditory masked priming

•Masked prime: created by amplitude-attenuating and 
durationally compressing a sound file to a relatively small 
proportion of its original duration. This is easy to do using 
Praat (PSOLA function allows for duration manipulation).

•Masks (forward and backward): created by the same 
mechanism used for creating a prime, in addition to 
temporal reversal.

•Target: embedded at normal volume immediately following 
the prime.
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Auditory masked priming stimulus
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Figure 1 from Ussishkin et al. (2015)



How do we create these sound files?
1. First, we record a native speaker reading each item in a word list three times 

into one long sound file.

2. The best of the three repetitions is chosen and using Praat its boundaries are 
marked in a file called a “textgrid”.

3. A Praat script then automatically creates individual sound files by splicing out 
each marked item, resulting in as many files as items used in the experiment.

4. Another Praat script then reads an input file that specifies the prime, target, 
and masks to be manipulated and concatenated to create each prime-target 
stimulus item.
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What do these stimuli sound like?
Identity priming:

Phonologically related priming:

Unrelated priming:
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Does this yield priming effects?

•Yes, but…
•A lot remains to be tested using this technique.
•Not all effects are consistent across languages and 
across voice types.
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Auditory masked priming effects
•Kouider and Dupoux (2005) tested for several types of priming in French, at several compression 
rates and also tested for prime awareness.

•Identity: cousine-cousine (‘cousin (fem.)’ – ‘cousin (fem.)’)

•Phonological: devis-devise (‘estimate’-’motto’)

•Morphological: cousin-cousine (‘cousin (masc.)’ – ‘cousine (fem.)’)

•Semantic: lapin-carotte (‘rabbit’-’carrot’)
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Compression 

rate 

Prime 

awareness 

Identity Phonological Morphological Semantic 

35% no yes no no no 

40% no yes no no no 

50% yes yes yes yes yes 

65% yes yes yes yes yes 

 



The subliminal nature of auditory masked priming

•Kouider and Dupoux (2005) conclude that this type of 
priming is subliminal at 40% and lower compression rates; 
at higher rates, subjects were aware of the primes, and 
showed effects of priming that seem to require more 
conscious perception.

•Various other researchers have tried to replicate and extend 
these results; I’ll review these here.
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Auditory masked priming results
•Ussishkin et al. (2015) found morphological priming in the Semitic 
language Maltese (e.g., tkabbar primes kiber).

•Using a 35% compression rate, Davis, Kim, and Barbaro (2010) found 
only identity priming in English synthetic speech, and only with low-
neighborhood density target items. 

•They also found varying degrees of prime awareness, suggesting that 
some primes may be easier to perceive than others when 
manipulated this way.
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Auditory masked priming results
•Schluter (2011) conducted a number of experiments on English 
using both natural and synthetic speech to create stimuli.

•All items were monosyllabic, in contrast to Davis et al.’s items which 
were 1-3 syllables long.

•Natural speech yielded only identity priming.

•Synthetic speech yielded not only identity priming but also 
phonological (rhyme) priming.
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Auditory masked priming results
•Schluter then normalized the length of all natural speech stimuli by first 
compressing all stimuli to 82%, and then further compressing primes to 35%.

•This manipulation yielded no identity priming (or rhyme priming) (!)

•These results show that perhaps there is a lower bound on compression beyond 
which the primes are not perceived sufficiently for priming.

•Schluter found a similar type of effect in his dissertation (2013), which 
investigated auditory word recognition in Moroccan Arabic: 35% compression 
fell below any threshold for which priming might occur and had to adjust his 
stimuli to achieve a constant target duration, as opposed to a target 
compression rate.
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Auditory masked priming results

•Using monosyllabic English primes and targets, 
Taft et al. (2008) used a 50% compression rate 
for primes, but changed the composition of 
masks by using reversed Vietnamese speech.

•No effects of priming (not even identity 
priming) were found.
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How have we used this method?

•Maltese (Ussishkin et al. 2015, Language, Cognition and 
Neuroscience)

•Hebrew (Ussishkin et al., in prep)

•Scottish Gaelic (Ussishkin et al. 2017, Laboratory 
Phonology)

•All show effects of morphological priming, independent of 
phonological priming.
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http://www.academia.edu/download/46547027/Auditory_masked_priming_in_Maltese_spoken_word_recognition.pdf
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How do we create these experiments?
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Software and materials you need for stimuli

•Recording equipment/facilities:
•Head-mounted mic + recorder
•Quiet room or sound-attenuated booth

•Software:
•Praat: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
•(Audacity: http://www.audacityteam.org/)
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Decide on stimuli and design
•Make your list of stimuli: target real words, nonwords, and primes.

•For a priming task, a Latin square design is optimal, counterbalancing such that no participants 
responds to the same target more than once during the experiment.

• Responding to a target more than once will cause an unintended repetition priming effect.

•For instance, if you have three priming conditions (e.g., control, repetition, related) then you 
need three lists, and your total number of target items must be a multiple of three.

•If you have 36 target real words, you then subdivide this into three groups of 12 items, and pair 
each item in each group with a different prime type depending on which counterbalanced list 
the target is in. 

•Begin by assigning each target a number between 1-36.

•Next, rotate which third (1-12, 13-24, 25-36) is in which priming condition depending upon 
which list.
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Counterbalancing
•The result is a Latin square, e.g.:

List 1 List 2 List 3

Control: 1-12 13-24 25-36

Repetition: 13-24 25-36 1-12

Related: 25-36 1-12 13-24

•Each participant in the experiment will be randomly assigned to one of the three lists; DMDX 
offers a couple ways to do this: either one separate .rtf file for each list, or else a randomizer 
programmed into a single .rtf file that assigns each subject to a list randomly.
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Back everything up
•Back everything up:

•On your laptop

•On a USB drive

•In the cloud
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Finding word and nonword stimuli
•For English, we like IPhOD: http://www.iphod.com. For something other than English… good 
luck. 

•If you’re constructing your own nonwords (probably by mashing up the first half of real words 
with other real words or randomly changing or swapping some letters/phonemes), be sure to 
make more than you think you need. We always find we need more nonwords no matter how 
many we try to record. 

•Also, one problem with IPhOD is the /ɹ/ representations and lax vowels: sometimes things are 
transcribed with a lax vowel plus R and sometimes with just syllabic R. Also, you’ll sometimes 
find nonwords that only differ by a schwa or lax vowel (i.e., /wənt/ for want). Maybe better to 
steer clear of these, and you might find its useful to just do some find+replace and change all 
the lax vowel + rhotic combos (IHR, EHR, etc.) to something uniform to avoid bad nonwords (see 
also selecting stimuli below). 
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Finding word and nonword stimuli
•However you do it, a good word list which is phonemically transcribed somehow is great, though 
any special characters might need some sort of alphanumeric representation if you want to do 
further computational processing (even if it’s just in excel). 

•In an ideal world when you don’t have a good corpus, you might run all your words through a 
subjective familiarity survey to see how familiar people are with them. This is something along 
the lines of Balota, Pilotti, & Cortese’s Subjective frequency estimates for 2938 monosyllabic 
words (2001). Time, money, and subjects are limited, however. This might also be something 
that could be done post‐hoc after a variety of experiments have been done. 
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Create stimuli
•Unless you’re absolutely pressed for words, we recommend getting recordings 
of all your possible prime-target pairs, and nonwords. 
•This is because, all things being equal, you might discover you have missed 
getting a token recorded or one of your tokens is bad. Seriously, no one can 
possibly record a list of 500 words and nonwords without making an error. 
•You’re also likely to inadvertently include a nonword or two which you might 
want to avoid (vulgar or otherwise inappropriate things). 
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Create stimuli
•Nonwords: try Wuggy (http://crr.ugent.be/programs-data/wuggy) for some 
languages (alas, not Maltese…).
•Have a member of your target population read through all the words and non-
words out loud. Some non-words will actually turn out to be words that aren’t in 
your dictionary (or personal lexicon, if it’s your own language), such as vulgar 
terms, slang, or simply non-words that sound too close to something dialectal.
• Example from Andy Wedel: ‘gat’ is a non-word in his English lexicon, but it’s 

apparently a clipping of ‘gatling gun’ used frequently in rap, such that many of 
our undergrad students consider it unambiguously a lexical item.
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Create stimuli
•For recordings, we generally have the speaker repeat each word list style, three 
times, and then select the middle token. Try to get the speaker to pause after 
each word so it’s a new utterance.

•Especially if you’re not in a sound booth (and even if you are), take 3‐5 minutes 
testing the levels and listening to the recordings with good headphones. Better 
to do this first than realize you’ve got a sub-par set of recordings after the fact. 
You can look at your recordings and opt to consistently reject the first or last 
repetition based on any phonetic criteria you have. 

•You can usually see a falling intonation in the spectrogram and whatnot. 
Because you’re recording, probably, 400+ distinct words, it’s not particularly 
practical to get the recordings in sentence context and crop them out, though 
that might be better. 
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Create stimuli
•It’s also important to mix your words and nonwords in the same list. If the 
subject reads the nonwords oddly (unconfidently?), that might be enough to 
make an experiment fail. 

•Randomizing your reading order (or pseudo-randomizing to block things better) 
is your friend. Listen in on the recordings as they’re happening. You can mark 
potentially bad tokens on your own copy of the reading list, and easily have the 
speaker do another set of repetitions after they’ve done the whole list once or 
just one little block. Better to have the speaker get as much as you can in one 
shot than to miss words you needed. 
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Create stimuli
•Working with speakers: It may seem like common sense, but make sure you have things like 
water and kleenex available for your speaker when they’re doing the recording. Let them take 
breaks as needed. If you’re doing multiple sessions, try to keep it all as similar as possible. 

•Also, for nonwords, we’ve found it can be just as easy to have one of us pronounce the nonword
and have them simply repeat it. Even for linguists trained in IPA, reading nonwords is hard. 
Another option that helps (particularly if you’re using nonwords from IPhOD) is to include a 
word that “sounds like” the nonword, instead of asking your speaker to parse all the IPA from 
scratch.

• Example: you can say something like  “this nonword is cartel with a p at the beginning”

•Also, either way will help you get the stress correct for the nonwords (which might matter, at 
least for English, depending on your nonwords). 

•Kevin Schluter strongly recommends setting up a follow-up recording with the speaker two 
weeks after the first one, no matter what. 
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Create stimuli
•The result is a long sound file, or series of long sound files.

•Open up each sound file in Praat and save as mono sound file in .wav format.

•Create a textgrid for each sound file.

•Demarcate the onset and offset boundaries of the best token for each stimulus. There’s a Praat 
shortcut to get your cursor to the nearest zero-crossing to avoid introducing awkward artifacts into 
the recordings.

•Run the extractor Praat script (“sound_and_label_extracter.praat”).

•We also have a “get durations” Praat script which we can then use to look to make sure all the words 
look right in terms of duration and also to ensure we’ve labeled things correctly (one typo and your 
sound files won’t process right). 

•Output = one sound file per stimulus + one list of stimulus with durations
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Convert to mono
•If your sound files are by default in stereo, they need to be converted to mono. 

•This can be done in a couple ways:

•In Praat: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/manual/Extract_one_channel___.html

•In Audacity: You should be able to do this in one batch using this set of menu commands: File -> 
Edit chain -> Add -> "Stereo to Mono" -> Apply chain - Apply to files
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Normalize amplitude and sample rate
•Because of natural speaker variation (despite the fact that you’ve kept the levels good in the 
recording, and a uniform distance between the speaker’s mouth and microphone by using a 
head-mounted mic) your tokens are going to vary a little in their volume. There are scripts to 
normalize the amplitude (level the intensity) in Praat. Use one; it should use a RMS (root mean 
squared) function to set the sound file to about the same volume as all the others. It won’t be 
perfect, but it’ll help. We use the Praat script “Amplitude_normalizer_fixed.praat”

•If for any reason your sound files are not made with a uniform sampling rate, then change the 
sample rate; for instance, you can run the Praat script 
“change_sample_rate_of_sound_files.praat”
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Back everything up
•Back everything up:

•On your laptop

•On a USB drive

•In the cloud
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Create stimuli
•If you are running a simple lexical decision task where each trial includes only the target (no 
priming), then you use these sound files as the stimuli in DMDX.

•If you are running a priming experiment, you then need to create sound files each of which 
contains a sequence of prime+target.

•Are you running a priming experiment with audible primes?

• If so, then run the Simple Concat Praat script (“SimpleConcat150.praat”), which creates a 
single sound file containing the prime + 150 ms ISI + target.

•Are you running a priming experiment with masked primes?

• If so, then run the Kouider Dupoux Praat script 
(“auditoryMaskedPrimingStimGenerator.praat”), which creates a single sound file containing 
the forward mask+prime+target+backward masks.
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Create stimuli
•Both of these scripts require several file types which must all be located in the same directory 
on your computer:

•All of the sound files out of which the stimuli are built.

•A tab-delineated text file which we call a “trial table” containing a header row followed by one 
row corresponding to each stimulus. You can download a sample later.
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Create stimuli
•Your trial table can have additional columns, but the Praat script we use will just ignore them (so 
you can put in columns for the experimental condition, durations of the prime, target, and 
forward mask, and anything else). 

•Obviously, the Praat script needs your column names to be exactly correct though so it knows 
which columns are which. You can break this down into multiple trial tables if you want. 
Particularly if you just need to remake a few items, there’s no sense in remaking whole lists if 
you can just start where the bad item was. Though be absolutely sure you don’t save over your 
only copy of the full trial table or you’ll be sorry. 

•Column Names: The Praat script needs these exact column names (but not necessarily the exact 
order). Target and prime will be drawn from your list of prime-target pairs (you need to manually 
counterbalance your lists). 
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Create stimuli
•Mask sound files (=“masks”): we typically use masks drawn from all the real words recorded 
from the experiment. If you use excel, just randomize your list of words and paste them into the 
trial table. 

•If you don’t want a 5th backwards mask, you can simply leave that column blank. Even with 5 
backwards masks, the script may spit out a few items that were not fully masked, which is 
perceptually problematic. In this case we generally pick one of the longest recorded tokens and 
just swap that in as a mask. The Cadillac solution would be to have a script select masks 
randomly and ensure there was an appropriate amount of backwards masking, but we go 
relatively lo-tech here. 
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Create stimuli
•Item Name: we name our ItemName with the prime, target, and condition.
• fog_fig_RR_Rel.wav: prime=fog, target=fig, both are real words (R) and are in 

the related priming condition; there are other options, obviously.

•You can, in theory, use a generic numbering scheme as well. There may be uses 
for a generic numbering scheme (we tend to use it for practice items and if we 
have distinct prime awareness test items), but it’s generally just as easy to see 
your primes and targets even if it makes your DMDX .rtf file a bit crazy. 
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Create stimuli
•Compression Rate: The DurationRatio column is the duration to which you are 
compressing each prime, in this case 35% for each one. 
• You can set the DurationRatio to be variable, however, such that each items gets 

a unique compression rate (useful if you wanted a fixed prime duration, like 250 
ms). You can easily do this by adding an extra column to your trial table, 
PrimeDuration (ultimately you might want to know the duration of the forward 
mask, prime, and target anyway), and use a simple bit of excel algebra to set the 
DurationRatio for each item so it compresses to your fixed duration. 

• Note: you’ll want a version of the script that keeps the masks at 35% probably 
(or whatever you set it) so that the masks are compressed in a more natural way 
(see masking time below). 
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Create stimuli
•What compression rate should I use? There’s a lot we don’t understand about the compression 
rate, and we’d suggest piloting things before deciding to use 35%, a fixed duration like 250ms, or 
whathaveyou. This is especially true if you have a couple studies to run: you don’t want to run 
them all with a compression rate that turns out to be bogus. Take a bit of time (just run a few 
subs with repetition/control for real and nonwords) to see what you can manage. 

•Masking Time: The current version of the script asks for 5 backwards masks (see above). It also 
has a set 35% masking time, rather than using the same DurationRatio for all the masks and 
primes. This is because you can then set the DurationRatio to a variable number if you want to 
do the algebra to, say, ensure each prime is exactly 250 ms rather than 35%. 

•Saving your files: You may need the “SaveSelectedSoundFiles” script (or something similar) to 
save all your experimental trials. 
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Create stimuli
•Also: we use a Praat script to add durations of the sound files to the trial table after the fact.

•You’ll want this to know when your prime begins, when the target begins (and prime ends) and 
when the target ends, as well as the duration of the primes and targets themselves. 

•They’re not only important for the stats, but you can set your response probe (e.g., in DMDX) so 
that subjects can’t respond before the target word begins. The Praat script ignores any columns 
it doesn’t recognize, so you can add as many extra columns to the trial table as you want (just 
don’t call them prime, target, fwdmask, etc.). 
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Create stimuli
•SimpleConcat150.praat – prime + 150 ms ISI + target:
• Input file = text file with three columns (plus some others) – we call this a “Trial Table”:

Prime sound filename Target sound filename Item filename Attributes
cat.wav mat.wav cat_mat.wav Duration info
Etc…
• Output = set of sound files with name corresponding to output sound filename, plus other attributes 

(target duration, target onset time, etc.)
•https://github.com/dbqpdb/auditoryMaskedPrimingStimGenerator – prime, target, masks:
• Input file = text file with a bunch of columns (Trial Table):

Prime Target FwdMask BkwdMask1-5 Item filename Duration Ratio Attributes
cat.wav mat.wav   dog.wav cow.wav, etc. cat_mat…wav 0.35 Duration into

• Output = set of sound files with name corresponding to output sound filename, plus other attributes 
(target duration, target onset time, etc.)
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Filenames
•Filenames should be as informative as possible. 

•Here’s a sample from a recent priming experiment in Maltese:

sub_ors_ras_RR_NonSem_Rel

Use underscore (“_”) to separate components

Sub=subliminal (=masked)

(we also ran a regular auditory (=non-masked) priming study with the same items in which case this would say “Aud”)

ors=prime, ras=target

RR=prime is real word and target is real word (use N for nonword)

Non=etymology of prime; Non-Semitic

Sem=etymology of target; Semitic

Rel=related priming condition (Identity=Id, Unrel=Unrelated/control)
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Back everything up!!!!
•Back everything up:

•On your laptop

•On a USB drive

•In the cloud
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Practice making an auditory masked priming trial
•Navigate to http://ussishkin.org/resources/

•Note: download the following files to the same folder on your computer.

•To start from “scratch”, download the Praat extractor script and run it on the Sample 
recording+sample textgrid; the output will be 8 individual sound files and an “info” file 
with each file’s duration.

•IMPORTANT: Use the “Open long sound file” command in Praat to open the sample 
recording.

•IMPORTANT: When running the extractor script, you’ll need to specify the directory on 
your computer where you want the sound files saved.

•Or you can simply download the existing 8 sound files (bit.wav, dear.wav, fall.wav, 
kiss.wav, line.wav, move.wav, sign.wav, start.wav) and work directly with those.
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Practice making an auditory masked priming trial
•Download the Trial table sample and the Auditory masked priming script.

•IMPORTANT: Save these in the same directory as your sound files.

•Once you’re at the github website for the script, click on ‘Raw’ and then in your browser, use the 
“Save As” command from the File menu in your browser to save the 
“auditoryMaskedPrimingStimGenerator.praat” file to the same directory on your computer as 
your other Praat scripts, the sound files, and the trial table.

•Run the script, carefully selecting the trial table text file when prompted and renaming (or not) 
the output text file when prompted.

•Then, choose whatever options you like as the script prompts you.
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Program DMDX
•.rtf file; use Word or Notepad but never Wordpad

•Top line = header line/parameter line

N254 f100 s240 <ep> <dfd 15> <d 0><vm desktop> <cr> <id keyboard><Timeout 2000> <s 4>
<FeedbackLine 4> <nfbt><fbd 20><dwc 255000000><eop> 

(list of all parameters available at 
http://www.u.arizona.edu/~jforster/dmdx/help/dmdxhallkeywordssortedbykeyword.htm) 
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Testing prime awareness
•If you have the luxury of time (or if your participants do) you can also include a prime awareness 
test as a second component of the experiment.

•You can ask participants to perform a lexical decision task on the prime (instead of the target) of 
new trials; lack of awareness predicts a 50%-ish accuracy rate on these (see Schluter 2013).

•Alternatively, you can run an old/new task with participants to see whether they are able to 
recognize that they’ve heard a word before (see work by Forster on this).
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Setting up DMDX
•DMDX needs to know the properties of your computer (the graphics card, screen resolution, 
refresh rate).  
• This is because DMDX uses the basic graphics of your machine to present stimuli with 

millisecond accuracy.

• It does this by measuring how fast your screen is refreshed and redrawn.

• In earlier versions of DMDX it was necessary to first run another program (TimeDX) that 
wrote this information to the registry.   However, this is no longer necessary.

•DMDX is run from the shortcut on the desktop – DMDX Automode.
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Writing a DMDX script
•Scripts are sometimes referred to as “item files”, and can be prepared in Word, and saved as .rtf files (not 
.doc/.docx). Many example can be found online.
•Sample semantic priming script: http://www.u.arizona.edu/~kforster/dmdx/semantic_priming.htm
•Structure  of a DMDX script:

•(a) Line 1:  Parameters (instructions to DMDX on how to run the experiment)

•(b) Instructions to subjects

•(c) Practice items
•(d) Experimental items
•(e) End of experiment instruction.

•Pressing “Esc” terminates the experiment.
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Typical header/parameter line

53

<fd 30>   <s 10>   <vm desktop>   <cr>  <nfb> <id keyboard>

default frame duration 
(in ticks*)

scramble block size

video mode

continuous running

no feedback
input device

How to lock an item in a fixed position:

$
0 “instruction to subject” ;
$

*A tick is the unit used by DMDX to time displays.



Additional parameters
•Scramble block size:

DMDX randomly orders the items
• scrambling is done within blocks, using the <s> parameter.
• then the blocks are scrambled as the experiment is started. 

•How long is a DMDX “tick”? 
• 16.666 ms on laptops or desktops with LCD screens
• on CRT displays, duration depends on the refresh rate
• <%ms > can be used to specify milliseconds, though some people don’t think it’s very accurate; Ken 

Forster says: “the <%ms > option would simply try to pick the right number of screen refreshes to 
produce the desired time, but using the existing refresh rate. That would involve an error.”

•Continuous Running <cr>
• experiment continues to run until an instruction is reached
• experiment resumes when a request is issued (usually, pressing the spacebar)
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Structure of an item line
1. An instruction

0  “anything in quotes appears on the screen”   ;

2. An item (response expected)
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correct 
response 
indicator
+ means yes
- means no

item number

0 = instruction, no 

response expected

instruction to subject item terminator

+001               *      “HOUSE”    /           ;      

item number

clock is 

turned on

item appearing on 

screen

frame delimiter terminator



Timing
•When does the clock start to measure time?
• The * symbol in an item line tells DMDX the point from which to measure 

reaction time; the result is what we refer to as “raw reaction time”.
• You can also use the <svp > command so that the clock is not turned on until 

the onset of the target, to avoid responses before the target begins.
• This would involve pre-calculating the target onset timestamp, and pasting 

those numbers into the spreadsheet used as the basis of the .rtf file read by 
DMDX.
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DMDX sample .rtf file
<ep> <NumberOfItems 10> <Scramble 10> <azk> <cr> <dfd 15> <d 0> <t 3000> <fbd 100>

<nfbt> <vm desktop> <id keyboard> <dbc 255255255> <dwc 0> <dfs 24> <mnr “+Left 
Arrow”> <mpr “+Right Arrow”> <eop>

\
+90120106" + " / * <wav 2> "mispar_sadak_RR_P" /;
-90220606 " + " / * <wav 2> "ronev_xarav_NR_P" /;
+90120206" + " / * <wav 2> "me8a_ne8etam_RR_P" /;
-90220706 " + " / * <wav 2> "8adu7a_da8ag_NR_P" /;
+90120306" + " / * <wav 2> "ya8ar_8ime7_RR_P" /;
-90220806 " + " / * <wav 2> "ma7akes_hix8is_NR_P" /;
+90120406" + " / * <wav 2> "5evet_hi5kin_RR_P" /;
-90220906 " + " / * <wav 2> "gikur_harag_NR_P" /;
+90120506" + " / * <wav 2> "hevdel_5ilem_RR_P" /;
-90221006 " + " / * <wav 2> "talrip_lite5_NR_P" /;
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After writing the .rtf file
•Test it.
•After constructing the script, start DMDX Automode, navigate to the .rtf file, and 
click on “syntax check” and “Run”.
•Fix any errors.
•Next, run it with ‘diagnostic’ checked – this will run the .rtf file without requiring 
responses (so you don’t have to hit yes or no for every item manually).
•At any point, press “Esc” to exit from DMDX.
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How do you save the data?
•When the subject finishes, press “Esc”, and then click “Yes” when prompted 
“Save the data?”
•This generates a file with the same filename as the .rtf file, but with the 
extension “.azk”.
•Data from each new subject is automatically added to the .azk file.
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Remote DMDX
•DMDX can even be used in “remote” mode to collect data outside the lab.
•We’re currently piloting an experiment on Hebrew this way.
•Some issues:
• Participants have to download and then click on an .exe file, which may freak out their anti-

virus software.
• Internet connection has to be decent; a normal experiment with all the sound files might be 

relatively large, though in ours if we have about 300 trials the total size is around 35 MB.
• Uniformity of experimental conditions can’t be guaranteed; this may be especially 

problematic for auditory stimuli. We’re including a pre-experiment sound test, for instance, to 
address this.

• Requires Windows (or a Mac running Windows under Bootcamp).
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Remote DMDX
•Despite these issues, there are some advantages:

• No need to travel to distant location  resource savings.

• If you have colleagues in the location they can help with participant 
recruitment, and help arrange subject compensation (course credit, etc.)

• Can potentially collect a large amount of data.

• Ken Forster’s lab reports same effects using both remote and lab-based 
DMDX; see Witzel et al. 2013 for a comparison between the two.
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Remote DMDX
•Once the experiment finishes, the data is automatically uploaded to web as continuously 
updated .azk file.

•Data can also be emailed to you (this is a parameter in the one of the necessary files) as can a 
diagnostics report in case a participant inadvertently ends the experiment prematurely.

•Remote DMDX demo (note: your computer name will be recorded if you complete the demo, 
and will appear in the online data file – if you aren’t ok with that, then don’t do the demo )

•Data uploaded to: 
http://psy1.psych.arizona.edu/DMDX/practice_hebrew4.cf67bdc5b5d40e1979ea98933e3cd8be.
txt

•Email Jonathan Geary with questions: jonathangeary@email.arizona.edu
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Other software
•Of course you can use other software for this type of experiment; we’ve successfully used 
several versions of E-Prime and there are plenty of others out there as well.

•Timing accuracy is a crucial aspect, so make sure you choose something that gets the timing 
right.

•Cost might matter (e.g., DMDX is free; E-Prime is most definitely not).

•Portability might matter.

•Platform-specificity might matter.

•Programming interface might matter.
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Thank you!
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